Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols are ubiquitous suspended particulate matter that can range from a few nanometers up to a few microns in size. In large urban areas and mega-cities, anthropogenic aerosols are implicated in many human health related problems [Gauderman et ]. The role of aerosols in climate forcing is, therefore, a critical factor in climate change assessment, as well as an essential element in advancing the state of the art in climate modeling. As a result, there is an urgent need for developing accurate yet computationally efficient models of aerosol chemistry and microphysics for use in air quality and climate models. This paper describes a new Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry (MOSAIC), with a special focus on addressing the long-standing issues in solving the dynamic partitioning of semi-volatile inorganic gases (HNO 3 , HCl, and NH 3 ) to size-distributed atmospheric aerosol particles.
MOSAIC Framework
MOSAIC is made highly modular to allow easy coupling between various chemical and microphysical processes. It treats all the major aerosol species important at urban, regional, and global scales, which include sulfate (SULF = SO 4 2-+ HSO 4 -), methanesulfonate (CH 3 SO 3 ), nitrate (NO 3 ), chloride (Cl), carbonate (CO 3 ), ammonium (NH 4 ), sodium (Na), calcium (Ca), black carbon (BC), primary organic mass (OC), and liquid water (W). Other unspecified inorganic species such as silica (SiO 2 ), other inert minerals, and trace metals are lumped together as "other inorganic mass" (OIN). The gas-phase species that are allowed to partition to the particle-phase include H 2 SO 4 , HNO 3 , HCl, NH 3 , and MSA (methanesulfonic acid). Work is currently underway to include secondary organic aerosols (SOA).
The urban to global scale trace gas photochemistry in MOSAIC is presently modeled with the "lumped-structure" photochemical mechanism CBM-Z [Zaveri and Peters, 1999] , which affords a reasonable tradeoff between accuracy and computational efficiency. A condensed dimethylsulfide (DMS) photooxidation mechanism [Zaveri, 1997] has also been added to simulate the temperature dependent formation of SO 2 , H 2 SO 4 , and MSA in the marine environment. The augmented CBM-Z scheme consists of 67 prognostic species and 164 reactions.
In the present study, MOSAIC is implemented in the sectional framework where the aerosol size distribution is divided into discrete size bins. Each bin is assumed to be internally mixed so that all particles within a bin have the same chemical composition, while particles in different bins are externally mixed. The number of bins is flexible and can be specified by the user. Both mass and number are simulated for each bin. Particle growth or shrinkage resulting from the dynamic gas-particle partitioning of trace gases (H 2 SO 4 , CH 3 SO 3 H, HNO 3 , HCl, NH 3 , and eventually secondary organic species) is first calculated in a Lagrangian manner. Transfer of particles between bins is then calculated using the (default) two-moment approach of Simmel and Wurzler [2006] or the moving section approach of Jacobson [1997] . Aerosol coagulation is calculated using the algorithm of Jacobson et al. [1994] The thermodynamics module in MOSAIC is specially designed for use in dynamic gas-particle partitioning aerosol models, and is both accurate and computational efficient. It consists of the recently developed Multicomponent Taylor Expansion Method (MTEM) to calculate the activity coefficients in aqueous atmospheric aerosols [Zaveri et al., 2005a ] and a computationally efficient Multicomponent Equilibrium Solver for Aerosols (MESA) to compute the intra-particle solid-liquid phase equilibrium [Zaveri et al., 2005b] .
Gas-particle partitioning of semi-volatile species is a highly dynamic and competitive process, and plays an important role in the continuous evolution of atmospheric aerosols and the associated physical and chemical properties relevant for the climate forcing and air quality issues. The coupled ordinary differential equations (ODE) for dynamic gas-particle mass transfer are extremely stiff, and the available numerical techniques are either inaccurate, very expensive, or produce oscillatory solutions [e.g., Capaldo et al., 2000; Pilinis et al., 2000; Koo et al., 2003; Jacobson, 2005] . These limitations are overcome in MOSAIC with a new dynamic gas-particle partitioning algorithm called ASTEM, which is briefly described below.
Dynamic Gas-Particle Mass Transfer Algorithm: ASTEM

ASTEM stands for Adaptive
Step Time-split Euler Method. It is specially designed to take advantage of several prominent characteristics of the atmospheric gas-particle partitioning problem to systematically reduce the stiffness while still maintaining the overall fidelity of the numerical solution. The first step in reducing the stiffness involves separating the non-volatile gases from semi-volatile ones in the numerical solver. Because gases such as H 2 SO 4 and MSA are non-volatile, their solution is relatively straightforward and does not depend on the phase state of the particles in different bins. On the other hand, mass transfer of semi-volatile HNO 3 , HCl, and NH 3 is rather complex and depends greatly on the phase-state of the aerosols. Thus, ASTEM consists of two parts which are time-split. In the first part, ASTEM analytically integrates the condensation of non-volatile gases H 2 SO 4 and MSA for all the bins over a userspecified time splitting interval, h ASTEM , typically set at 5 min. In the second part, it numerically integrates condensation and/or evaporation of HNO 3 , HCl, and NH 3 for all the bins over h ASTEM using adaptive time steps, h. The two parts are described below.
Part 1: Condensation of H 2 SO 4 and MSA
Since H 2 SO 4 and MSA are non-volatile, it is reasonable to assume their equilibrium surface concentrations to be zero. Furthermore, by assuming that the mass transfer coefficients of H 2 SO 4 and MSA for all the bins remain constant over h ASTEM , the condensation of these non-volatile gases reduces to a simple first order process. If H 2 SO 4 and MSA condense on particles containing any one or mixture of salts such as CaCO 3 , Ca(NO 3 ) 2 , CaCl 2 , NaNO 3 , and NaCl, then the equivalent amounts of CO 2 , HCl, and HNO 3 gases are evaporated due to the displacement reactions. However, if any of these salts are not present in the preexisting aerosol bins, then some NH 3 is allowed to condense so that the aerosols do not artificially become "sulfate rich" before HNO 3 , HCl, and additional NH 3 are condensed or evaporated in the next part. Once the new particle-phase sulfate, CH 3 SO 3 , and NH 4 concentrations are computed, the internal solid-liquid phase equilibrium in each size bin is updated with the thermodynamic module MESA.
Part 2: Condensation/Evaporation of HNO 3 , HCl, and NH 3
The gas-particle mass transfer rates of HNO 3 , HCl, and NH 3 greatly depend on whether the particles are completely solid, completely liquid, or mixed phase. It is then necessary to explicitly track the aerosol species concentrations in both the solid and liquid phases during each time step taken to integrate HNO 3 , HCl, and NH 3 . Formulae for computing the gas-particle mass transfer fluxes are described in detail in Zaveri et al. [2008] . The numerical solution for the dynamic mass transfer consists of a combination of semi-implicit and explicit Euler methods for the gas-liquid and gas-solid systems, respectively.
The ASTEM algorithm also includes a new concept of "dynamic pH" and an adaptive time-stepping scheme were developed to further reduce the stiffness in liquid particles, and thereby allow the solver to take long time steps (~100 s) and still produce smooth and accurate solutions over the entire relative humidity range. Dynamic pH is a function of equilibrium constants, mass transfer coefficients, and the gas-and particle-phase concentrations of all the involved species, and is equal to equilibrium pH at steady state. This approach provides for the first time a more accurate calculation of aerosol pH in gas-aerosol systems at non-equilibrium compared to other formulations that are based on intra-particle thermodynamic equilibrium only. The dynamic pH approach not only eliminates the spurious oscillations typically seen in numerical solutions that are based on equilibrium pH [e.g., Jacobson, 2005] , but also significantly speeds up the numerical solution.
Results and Discussion
We first evaluate MOSAIC in the box-model format with a focus on validating the new ASTEM algorithm. We then evaluate MOSAIC within PNNL's 3-D chemical transport model PEGASUS using the 1987 Southern California Air Quality Study (SCAQS) dataset.
Box-Model Results
MOSAIC/ASTEM is evaluated here using 10 idealized test cases which represent different inorganic gas-aerosol systems commonly found in the urban, rural, and marine troposphere [Zaveri et al., 2008] . The time-dependent gas and aerosol concentrations are verified against those computed with a more rigorous but computationally expensive version of the model that uses LSODES (Livermore Solver for Ordinary Differential Equations with general Sparse Jacobian matrix) [Hindmarsh, 1983] instead of ASTEM for directly integrating the gas-particle partitioning equations. These test cases consist of monodisperse (i.e., single-bin) aerosols so that the steady-state MOSAIC results can also be validated against the highly accurate equilibrium model AIM, which serves as another independent benchmark for accuracy [Wexler and Clegg, 2002] . We also compare the steady-state MOSAIC results and the CPU time requirements for these test cases with those obtained with the computationally efficient equilibrium model ISORROPIA [Nenes et al., 1998 [Nenes et al., , 1999 . Figure 1 shows the time evolution of gas and particle concentrations for cases 1-3 at low RH where the given aerosols are completely solid. Figure 2 shows the results for cases 4-7 at high RH where the given aerosols are completely liquid. Figure 3 shows the results for cases 8-10 at moderate RH where the given aerosols contain both the solid and liquid phases. In all cases, MOSAIC/ASTEM predictions (lines) are in excellent agreement with the MOSAIC/LSODES results (filled circles), and the final steady-state solutions matched the AIM equilibrium results (filled squares) almost exactly. On the other hand, the ISORROPIA equilibrium results (filled triangles) show significant deviations from MOSAIC and AIM predictions in solid and mixed-phase test cases. ISORROPIA results were in very good agreement with MOSAIC and AIM for most of liquid cases. However, H + ion concentrations predicted by ISORROPIA had large errors compared to MOSAIC and AIM. Finally, despite using long time steps of 100 s at all times, MOSAIC/ASTEM produced smooth and accurate solutions in all the cases. Figure 3 . Comparison of the predicted gas and aerosol species from MOSAIC/ASTEM (lines), equilibrium ISORROPIA (filled triangles), and equilibrium AIM Model III (filled squares) for mixed-phase aerosol test cases 8-10. Note that ISORROPIA and AIM predictions are not included for case 10 which contains calcium. LSODES had difficulty converging for the mixed-phase cases, and therefore MOSAIC/LSODES results are not shown in the comparisons.
3-D Model Results
The above box-model tests and analysis verifies and validates the accuracy and robustness of the new thermodynamic and gas-particle partitioning modules in MOSAIC under widely different chemical and RH conditions. we now evaluate MOSAIC within a comprehensive 3-D Eulerian chemical transport model, with the primary goal of estimating its computational efficiency under more realistic ambient conditions and continuously changing meteorological controls. To this end, MOSAIC was implemented in PNNL's Eulerian Gas and Aerosol Scalable Unified System (PEGASUS) [Fast et al., 2002] and applied to simulate trace gas and aerosol evolution in the Los Angeles basin between 08 UTC 26 August and 06 UTC 29 August during the 1987 Southern California Air Quality Study (SCAQS). The model domain was resolved with 78 x 28 x 31 grid points in the X, Y, and Z dimensions, respectively, which gives a total of 67,704 grid cells. The horizontal grid resolution was 5 X 5 km 2 while the vertical grid was non-uniformly spaced. Both the transport-chemistry time splitting interval and ASTEM time splitting interval were set at 300 s, and the maximum allowable internal time step in ASTEM was restricted to 100 s.
Pollutants emitted in downtown Los Angeles were transported primarily from west to east during each afternoon for 3-day period simulated here. Because of photochemical production of secondary aerosol species, the highest particulate mass concentrations were usually measured at the downwind Claremont and Riverside sites located ~50 km and ~75 km east of downtown Los Angeles, respectively. Model performance at the central Los Angeles and Claremont sites only are therefore chosen in the present evaluation for brevity. The predicted diurnal and spatial variations in ozone and particulate matter (not shown) were consistent with the observations, with the peak values east of Los Angeles in the late afternoon. Figure 4 shows comparisons of the predicted (line) and observed (filled circles) diurnal variations in several key gas and particulate (PM2.5) species concentrations at the central Los Angeles and Claremont sites. The predicted values are averages of the values in the grid cell closest to the site and the eight horizontally-adjacent grid cells. The gray shading represents the range of the lowest and the highest values predicted in these nine grid cells. The predicted (average) and observed O 3 diurnal profiles are in excellent agreement, and the small differences between the minimum and maximum values in the nine grid cells indicate relatively weak horizontal gradients in O 3 concentrations at the two sites. On the other hand, relatively larger differences in the predicted minimum and maximum concentrations are seen for various aerosol species, indicating sharp gradients for aerosols at the two sites. As a result the predicted aerosol concentrations are sensitive to small errors in winds and the associated meteorological transport at these and other observation sites. Nevertheless, the predicted average concentrations for the various gas and particulate species agree quite well with the observations at the central Los Angeles and Claremont sites. The model tends to overpredict the concentrations of NH 3 and HNO 3 in the gas phase as well as particulate NH 4 and NO 3 at Claremont, although the minimum of the nine grid cells compared well with the observations. This suggests that the discrepancies between model predictions and observations at Claremont are likely due errors/uncertainties in transport and mixing and/or in the emission inventory for NO x and NH 3 . The predicted PM2.5 mass was somewhat higher than observed at Los Angeles as a result of high organic carbon and other inorganic mass, while predicted PM2.5 was higher than observed at Claremont as a result of nitrate and other inorganic mass. Unfortunately, there were no measurements of other inorganic mass to directly evaluate the model for this species. The reason predicted organic carbon was similar to the measurements even though MOSAIC does not presently treat SOA is that emissions of organic carbon were increased from the original estimates as in Zhang et al. [2004] .
Computational Efficiency
The CPU timing tests for the box-model tests showed that MOSAIC/ASTEM is two orders of magnitude faster than MOSAIC/LSODES. MOSAIC's efficiency was also determined by comparing its CPU speed with that of ISORROPIA, which is considered to be one of the fastest equilibrium models . The CPU time requirements for MOSAIC and ISORROPIA were found to be similar for most of the cases tested in this study. However, for some test cases, MOSAIC was found to be up to 20 times faster ISORROPIA. At the same time, MOSAIC was also found to be much more accurate than ISORROPIA under these conditions as discussed earlier.
For the 3-D model test, the 3-day Los Angeles Basin simulation took ~1 CPU day. The average CPU time per grid cell per hour was ~20 ms of which 12 ms (60% of the total CPU time) was taken up by the dynamic gas-particle partitioning, thermodynamic equilibrium, and sectional growth calculations in MOSAIC. This corresponds to an average CPU time of 125 μs per bin per 5 min, which is comparable to the range of CPU times seen for the box-model tests cases.
While more comprehensive comparisons of accuracy and efficiency of MOSAIC with other dynamic models are warranted in the future, the present study demonstrates that MOSAIC is extremely efficient without sacrificing accuracy, and is therefore highly attractive for use in large scale, 3-D air quality and aerosol models.
Summary
We have described the various chemical, thermodynamic, and microphysical processes currently represented in the new aerosol model MOSAIC (Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry), with a special focus on addressing the long-standing problems in dynamic gas-particle partitioning of semi-volatile inorganic species. The coupled ordinary differential equations describing the dynamic gas-particle mass transfer process are stiff and have proved to be extremely difficult to solve -the numerical techniques available in the literature are either computationally too expensive or produce oscillatory and/or inaccurate steady-state results. These problems were overcome in MOSAIC with a new dynamic gas-particle partitioning solver ASTEM (Adaptive Step Time-split Euler Method). The ASTEM algorithm reduces the stiffness in the ODEs by first analytically solving the condensation of all the nonvolatile gases (H 2 SO 4 and CH 3 SO 3 H) over a time-splitting interval, which is typically set at ~300 s. This is then followed by a numerical solution for the dynamic mass transfer of semi-volatile gases (HNO 3 , HCl, and NH 3 ) over the same time interval with a combination of semi-implicit and explicit Euler methods for the gas-liquid and gas-solid systems, respectively. A new concept of "dynamic pH" and an adaptive time-stepping scheme were developed to further reduce the stiffness in liquid particles, and thereby allow the solver to take long time steps (~100 s) and still produce smooth and accurate solutions over the entire relative humidity range.
MOSAIC was evaluated for several test cases representing different gasaerosol systems commonly found in the troposphere. Performance of the new ASTEM solver was verified against a benchmark version of MOSAIC that uses the stiff ODE solver LSODES to rigorously integrate the dynamic mass transfer of all the species simultaneously without the numerical approximations used in ASTEM.
The time-varying predictions with MOSAIC/ASTEM and MOSAIC/LSODES were found to be in excellent agreement for all the cases (monodisperse and polydisperse aerosols) tested under low and high RH conditions, thus validating the ASTEM algorithm. Furthermore, the final (steadystate) MOSAIC results were in excellent agreement with those obtained with the benchmark equilibrium model AIM for the monodisperse aerosol test cases at low, moderate, and high RH. On the other hand, aerosol composition, concentration, water content, and pH predicted by the computationally efficient equilibrium model ISORROPIA were also in very good agreement with AIM and MOSAIC for most of the high RH test cases, but relatively larger errors were seen under low and moderate RH conditions. Furthermore, the CPU times required for dynamic solutions by MOSAIC per size bin per 5 min integration interval (typical 3-D model time step) were similar to the CPU times required for single, bulk equilibrium solutions by ISORROPIA, although in some instances MOSAIC took ~20 times less CPU time than ISORROPIA. For the polydisperse aerosol test cases, MOSAIC/ASTEM was found to be 100-300 times faster than MOSAIC/LSODES. An eight-bin version of MOSAIC was then applied and evaluated within Pacific Northwest National Laboratory's offline 3-D chemical transport model PEGASUS for southern California area using the historic 1987 SCAQS dataset. The primary goal of this exercise was to estimate MOSAIC's computational efficiency under more realistic conditions. Simulated diurnal gas and aerosol variations at the central Los Angeles and downwind Claremont sites compared well with the observations. The total CPU time per grid cell per hour averaged over the entire simulation was 20 ms (on a 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon processor), ~60% of which was used up by aerosol calculations in MOSAIC. These results show that MOSAIC is extremely efficient without compromising accuracy, and is therefore highly attractive for use in 3-D air quality and large scale aerosol models.
